
COST ASSUMPTIONS

Std. Microscopy per slide 2.40$                      Total Slides Processed 1000

TBDx Cost per slide 2.50$                      Total Negative Cases 850

Xpert Cost per test 9.98$                      Total Positive Cases 150

Micro+Xpert 

Confirmation Xpert Only

MDP A + Xpert MDP A1 + Xpert MDP A2 + Xpert MDP A3 + Xpert MDP A4 + Xpert

Sensitivity of primary screening method 50.00% 92.50% 89.00% 80.00% 68.00% 61.00% 58.00%

Specificity of primary screening method 99.80% 99.80% 70.00% 82.00% 90.00% 95.00% 98.00%

Assumed specificity of combined algorithm 100% -  100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

True Positives Detected 75                            139                         134                         120                         102                         92                            87                            

False Positives Asserted 2                              2                              255                         153                         85                            43                            17                            

Total Cases to Xpert 77                            1000 389                         273                         187                         135                         104                         

Sputum Microscopy Cost 2 400.00$              -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        

Xpert Processing Cost -$                        9 980.00$              -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                        

TBDx Processing Cost -$                        -$                        2 500.00$              2 500.00$              2 500.00$              2 500.00$              2 500.00$              

TP - Xpert Confirmation 748.50$                 -$                        1 337.32$              1 197.60$              1 017.96$              918.16$                 868.26$                 

FP - Xpert Confirmation 19.96$                   -$                        2 544.90$              1 526.94$              848.30$                 429.14$                 169.66$                 

Lab Staff Reduction Savings -$                        -$                        (1 800.00)$            (1 800.00)$            (1 800.00)$            (1 800.00)$            (1 800.00)$            

Total Cost 3 168.46$              9 980.00$              4 582.22$              3 424.54$              2 566.26$              2 047.30$              1 737.92$              

Total Xpert Cost 768.46$                 9 980.00$              3 882.22$              2 724.54$              1 866.26$              1 347.30$              1 037.92$              

COST PER CASE DETECTED 42.25$             71.80$             34.20$             28.54$             25.16$             22.25$             19.98$             

TBDx MDP + Xpert Confirmation in Sequence

VOLUME/TB LOAD ASSUMPTIONS
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Despite early indications of a global reduction in tuberculosis incidence, in 2010 there were still an 

estimated 8.8 million incident cases and 1.5 million deaths worldwide1. Smear microscopy remains 

the mainstay of tuberculosis diagnosis in most high-burden settings. However, the sensitivity of smear 

microscopy is highly variable2 for a variety of reasons, including poorly trained staff working long 

hours with a near absence of quality assurance3,4. Although new technologies, such as the Xpert® 

MTB/RIF test5, are available, their relative cost hinders their wide deployment as an affordable 

replacement for smear microscopy in many high burden settings for the foreseeable future.  

 

TBDx™ is a computer vision diagnostic technology (Fig. 1) that: 

Automates fluorescence microscopy 

Captures digital images from a conventional microscope 

Applies algorithms and decision support software to provide a WHO TB classification based 

on acid-fast bacillus (AFB) count. 

 

Earlier work evaluating TBDx™ (in press)6 on 981 slides found an overall performance of the system 

of a sensitivity of 75.8% (70.3%-80.8%) but a specificity of 43.5% (39.9%-47.3%) compared to culture 

as gold standard. 
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 Mathematical Detection Process 

(MDP) performance results 

of TBDx alone against culture 

(n=181) 

Concordance between MDPs 

and conventional microscopy 

(n=74) 

Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Scanty 1+ 2+ 3+ 

A 89% 70% 67% 90% 72% 100% 100% 100% 

A1 80% 82% 76% 85% 61% 100% 100% 100% 

A2 68% 90% 82% 80% 44% 100% 100% 100% 

A3 61% 95% 90% 78% 33% 70%* 88%* 100% 

A4 58% 98% 96% 77% 28% 65%* 88%* 100% 

The model demonstrated that (using culture as the gold standard) : 

TBDx™ MDP A4 used alone performs better than conventional microscopy used alone 

All sequential MDP algorithms perform better than conventional microscopy+Xpert ® MTB/RIF 

at between 50% and 80% of the cost. 

TBDx™ MDP Algorithm A + Xpert® MTB/RIF in sequence performed similarly to Xpert® 

MTB/RIF used alone (blue ellipse above) but at about 45% of the cost (red ellipse above) but 

nearly 40% of samples would still have to go to Xpert ® MTB/RIF. 11% of true positives are 

missed. 

TBDx™ MDP Algorithm A1+ Xpert® MTB/RIF in sequence requires less than 30% of samples 

needing to go to Xpert ® MTB/RIF for confirmation. 20% of true positives are missed. 

Intelligent image capture logic applied to slides during the scanning process may improve system 

performance even further and is being investigated. 

A further study to measure and describe the real performance of the two technologies used in 

sequence is in advanced planning stages. 

• To describe the latest performance characteristics of the detection algorithms from the TBDx™ 

Automated TB Microscopy system in identifying tuberculosis from auramine-stained  slides, using 

multiple detection algorithms with culture results as the gold standard in a controlled experiment 

setting.  

 

• To describe the potential of such a system to reduce costs by increasing the pre-test probability of 

definitive results from more sophisticated but expensive diagnostics such as Xpert® MTB/RIF. 

 

181 slides, determined and validated by two research microscopists, with known TB culture results 

(an arbitrary mix of positive and negative – Fig. 2) were provided by the National Health Laboratory 

Services of South Africa, and stained using Auramine-O.  

 

The mix of slides contained 107 culture negative slides and 74 culture positive slides. The WHO 

smear grade defined the 74 culture positive slides as: Sm-ve:12; Scanty:18; 1+:20; 2+:8; 3+:16.  

 

Technicians operating the automated system were blinded as to the microscopy and culture status of 

slides handed to them for processing. Off the shelf components of the system include: 

A Prior Scientific PL200 loader and bar code reader 

Oasis automated microscope slide stage 

Olympus BX41 microscope and Olympus XC-10 digital camera 

 

Each slide was auto-loaded, auto-focussed, and 100 digital images of fields of view acquired at 400x 

equivalent magnification in about 2 minutes. Digital images were distributed to a Dell computer 

workstation running TBDx™ Decision Support and TB detection software.  A SQL database 

warehoused all digital images and slide results.  

 

For each slide, image data was processed by five different TBDx™ computerised mathematical 

detection processes (MDPs) and a TB assessment result for each MDP was assigned to the slide 

using the same classification of negative/scanty/1+/2+/3+. 

 

The TBDx™ assessment results were then compared to the culture gold standard results for each 

slide and a standard sensitivity/specificity analysis was conducted (Table 1). 

 

The performance characteristics of the TBDx™ for each MDP were fed into a dynamic spreadsheet 

model (Table 2) which postulated  a sequential strategy of using TBDx™ as a front-end screening 

device to an Xpert® MTB/RIF process operating at published performance7 characteristics for single 

samples. This was compared to a strategy of conventional microscopy confirmed by Xpert® MTB/RIF, 

and a strategy of screening with Xpert® MTB/RIF alone. 

 

Assumptions and approaches in the model: 

1000 slides with 15% true positive TB cases – this is typical of the proportion of positive 

slides in the case load of a South African TB routine laboratory. 

The staff assumed that the load of 1000 slides is normally managed by 4 laboratory 

technologists, which could be reduced to one by deploying an automated system, saving 

$1800 in labour costs per batch of slides. 

The model provides a strategy of conventional microscopy operating at 50% sensitivity with 

confirmation of smear positive cases as the base case. This was compared to a strategy of 

using Xpert® MTB/RIF as the only diagnostic, and a strategy of using TBDx™ in sequential 

combination with Xpert® MTB/RIF. 

This latter strategy of TBDx™ screening and sending all positives (true and false) to be 

confirmed by Xpert ® MTB/RIF was applied for each MDP based on the performance data in 

Table 1. This was to confirm all TBDx™ results and to provide the benefit of a Rifampicin 

resistance result. 

The costs only compare the expected per slide cost of TBDx™ and the cartridge costs of 

Xpert® MTB/RIF8 at current pricing plus a staff reduction due to the elimination of labour 

intensive microscopy. Slide and sputum preparation is assumed to be either common or 

offset by labour savings. 

The model assumed that Xpert® MTB/RIF would perform at close to perfect levels as a 

confirmatory test (true sequential performance of the TBDx/Xpert® MTB/RIF strategy is work 

in progress). 

Figure 1. TBDx typical workstation layout 

Digital detection using an automated TB microscopy system as a replacement for 

conventional microscopy may be feasible. 

Using an automated TB microscopy system can increase the pre-test probability and reduce 

the operational cost of a more sophisticated diagnostic when used in sequence with it.  

The performance of the automated microscopy system continues to improve with 

development. 
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Table 1. TBDx Mathematical Detection Process performance against culture and conventional microscopy 
*lack of 100% concordance due to grading disparity and not misdiagnosis. 


